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the word, different time zone, language and separate values to
be analyzed from entirely different perspectives [4].

Abstract
Social media gives a simple method of communication
technology for people to share their opinion, attraction and
feeling. The aim of the paper is to extract various sentiment
behaviour and will be used to make a strategic decision and
also aids to categorize sentiment and affections of people as
clear, contradictory or neutral. The data was preprocessed
with the help of noise removal for removing the noise. The
research work applied various techniques. After the noise
removal, the popular classification methods were applied to
extract the sentiment. The data were classified with the help of
Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN). These two classification results were
checked against the others classified such as Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Random Forest, Decision tree, Naïve Bayes,
etc., based on the sentiment classification from twitter data
and consumer affairs website. The proposed work found that
Multi-layer Perceptron and Convolutional Neural Networks
performs better than another Machine Learning Classifier.

This work attempts to recognize and recover useful facts and
acquire facts from social media data such as tweets from a
famous person and consumer affair data of Uber ride reviews
to understand emotions, requirements to satisfy people needs.
This approach is achieved by collect real-time data, clean and
preprocess using various methods, and finally, identify the
polarity by using binary classification and application of
different intelligent techniques, and Neural Network
approaches.

II.

Various product, company, movies reviews have been studied
in the field of sentiment analysis. To analyse political talks on
social media [6] methodology was proposed to get more wise
insights from data. Machine Learning approach was used to
implement an approach for describing political abuse on
Twitter [7] with the combination of topological and contentbased feature extraction methods 96% of accuracy obtained
with twitter data of US midterm elections in 2010. During the
2012 US election [8], sentiment analysis model for real-time
data was proposed with the primary objective to identify real
or fake political events and was tested with the various
domain.

Keywords: Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN),
Emotions, Machine Learning, Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP),
Sentiment Analysis.

I.

RELATED WORK

INTRODUCTION

With a big evolution of social media, the web enhances the
appearance of a vibrant and lively realm in which billions of
individuals around the world interact, share, post, and conduct
numerous daily activities. Social media enables people to be
linked together and interact with each other anywhere and
anytime [1]. Social Media provides a various method for
many people to precise and gives the opinion on a current or
past event and many other activities around us [2]. More than
500 million people in the world give their opinion and views
daily on the web [3]. A large quantity of knowledge is
generated from various and different social media in
numerous formats, numerous languages in the world. It makes
challenges in data analytics to search out the new purpose and
extract information from it [4, 5].

Sent meter an application for analysing opinion data was used
during a campaign of Swachh Bharat Abhiyan in India in
2014 using an unstructured data from Twitter, and it achieves
84.47% of accuracy using machine learning approach with
unigram words [9].
With the development of spatial-based Bayesian model [10],
with an objective to find political leaders, a method applied
for social media data for the US and some European countries.
Various data from social media used during the legislative
election of Spain in 2010 and US election [11] by analysing
the user behaviour and political representatives. It shows that
most people are from the urban area.
Lexicon based sentiment analyzer was proposed to determine
the polarity and measures for tweet data of particular
candidate [12]. A novel for unsupervised and supervised
methods to determine the detection for sentiment analysis [13]
with a supervised model they achieve 84% of accuracy that

The Social Media mining is not exclusively Machine Learning
strategies or other intelligent methods to identify and extracts
information for sentiment analysis. On other hands, it is
essential to know and determine the various domain for which
unrelated gathering knowledge from the different place within
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A.

was better than Baseline approach but it takes much time to
gives the result.

The datasets is in the form of comma-separated values, one
with tweets that were extracted at real-time twitter API
connecting it to TAGS that is a google sheet template which
lets us set up and ran an automated collection of data searched
from Twitter [16], unique tweets of famous person across the
world were collected, with the search term to get the result
from the past seven days. The other dataset related to uber
ride reviews that were extracted at real-time using beautiful
soup’s python library from a consumer affair website [17].

An unsupervised semantic arranged neural system approach
utilizing Ant grouping calculation has been proposed to
classify the sentences against a domain-specific tree obtained
44.38% as the best accuracy result [14].
The provided method to use dependency information with a
derived vector from reliance tree using lexicon and SVM was
generated with an accuracy of 70.2% using sentiment lexicon
approaches [15].
Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine (SVM) are the
most used machine learning approaches to formulate the
sentiment analysis classifying into positive, negative or
neutral. Nowadays researchers are using unsupervised
learning using natural language processes and other intelligent
techniques such as Neural Network approach to improve the
accuracy but working better with a huge amount of data.

III.

Data Extraction

B.

Preprocessing

Raw review scratched from the internet usually results in a
noisy dataset. This is due to the casual nature of people’s
usage of social media. A vast number of preprocessing were
applied to normalize the dataset and minimize its size.
C. Feature Representation

METHODOLOGY

The ambiguity in word meaning is one of the major
challenges in sentiment analysis. A word may be positive in
some situation or be harmful in others [18]. Features
extraction is critical to identify sentiment polarity.

The present section describes the methodology and various
machine learning classifier used in this study. During realtime and sentiment analysis on social media data is difficult to
know and say that a particular technique will be useful to
complete the task, figure 1 represents the proposed
methodology.

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF UNIQUE UNIGRAM AND BIGRAM
FEATURES EXTRACTED
Datasets

Unigrams

Bigrams

Uber Ride

7801

62288

Famous Personality

6813

21508

The unigram and bigram features were extracted from the
datasets, and also the frequency distribution was created
severally, Table I represent the number of unique unigram and
bigram extracted from the datasets. Probably unigram as the
most commonly used features for text classification is the
presence of single words or tokens in the text. Bigrams are
word pairs in the data which occurs in succession in the
corpus and these features are an excellent way to model
negation in Natural Language.

1)

Spare Vector Representation

Nowadays a Spare Vector method has been more popular,
where is applied in various fields with benefit [19]. One
example is sentiment analysis in social media data, where
depending on whether or not bigram features are used, the
additional vector has a positive value at the indices. The
positive value at the indices of unigrams and bigrams depends
on the feature type specified which is one of presence and
frequency.

Figure 1. Proposed System
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Presence: In the case of presence feature type, the
feature vector has a 1 at indices of unigrams and
bigrams present in the tweet and 0 elsewhere.



Frequency: In the case of frequency feature type, the
feature vector has a positive integer at indices of
unigrams and bigrams which is the frequency of that
unigram or bigram in the tweet and 0 elsewhere. A
matrix of such designation frequency vectors is built
for whole training dataset and then each term
frequency is scaled by opposite file frequency of
designation (idf) to assign higher values to important
terms. The opposite file frequency of designation k is
defined as:

with supervision using the backpropagation algorithm. It
performs well in complex classification problems such as
sentiment analysis by learning non-linear models.

3)

Naïve Bayes

Naïve Bayes is a simple model which can be used for text
classification. Mainly based on probability theorem that is
known for making extraordinary performing yet clear models,
particularly in the fields of document classification and
disease prediction [21]. In this model, the class ĉ is assigned
to a row r where:

(1)
(2)
Where,
is the absolute number of file and
number of files in which the designation k occurs.

2)

is the
In the formula above,
features. P(c) and
likelihood estimates.

Dense Vector Representation

Various machine learning algorithms need the input to be
represented as fixed-length of feature vector [20]. For a dense
vector representation, an integer index was assigned to each
word, which means that most common word is assigned the
number 1, the second number 2 and so on. Each survey is then
expressed by the vector of these lists which is a dense vector.

4)

In Machine Learning, classification is a directed learning
approach in which the computer program gains from the
information input given to it and after that utilizes this
figuring out how to group new perception.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)

Convolutional Neural Networks or CNN is a sort of neural
systems which includes layers called convolutional layers
which can translate spatial information. A convolution layer
has a few channels or portions which it figures out how to
remove the explicit kind of feature from the information. The
Kernel is in the form of a 2D window which is slid at the end
of information playing out the convolution activity. Temporal
convolution was utilized in the current experiment which is
appropriate for breaking down consecutive information like
tweets or any other social media data.

2)

Maximum Entropy

Maximum Entropy classifier model is focused on the principle
of Maximum Entropy. It is the leading general methods to
find probability distribution from data and has been used for
many natural language tasks [22]. The idea behind it is to
choose the most uniform probabilities model that maximizes
the entropy with given constraints. Unlike Naïve Bayes, it
doesn't expect that features are restrictively independent of
one another. In a binary classification problem like this
approach, it is equivalent to utilizing Logistic Regression to
discover circulation over the classes, and the model is
represented by:

III.I. Classifier

1)

represents the i-th feature of total n
can be obtained through maximum

(3)
Here, c is the class, d is the row and λ is the weight vector.
The weight vector is found by numerical improvement of the
lambdas to augment the contingent on probability.

5)

Decision Tree

The Decision tree is the classifier model in which every node
of the tree appears as a test on the feature of the dataset, and
its progeny symbolize the endings [23]. The leaf node
represents the last classes of the information. It is a supervised
classifier model which utilizes information with realized
names to shape the decision tree and after that, the model is
connected on the test data.

Multi-layer perceptron (MLP)

MLP or Multi-Layer Perceptron is a class of feed-forward
neural networks, which has at least three layers of neurons.
Each neuron uses a non-linear activation function and learns
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6)

Random Forest

Sentiment analysis is done expecting to determine the
demeanor of people for a particular subject or relevant
disparity of a document. The straightforward assignment in
sentiment analysis is to categorize the polarity of a sentence or
manuscript as positive, negative or neutral as described on
Table II with respective counts from the documents where
figure 2 and 3 shows the graphical representation of with
respective percentage found.

Random forest is an ensemble learning algorithm for
classification and regression. Random forest generates a
multitude of decision trees classifies based on the aggregated
decision of those trees. It is the most popular ensemble
technique of classification because of the presence of best
and their
features [24]. For a set of rows
respective sentiment labels
bagging repeatedly
selects a random sample (
with replacement. Each
classification tree is trained using a different random sample
(
where b ranges from 1…B. Finally, a majority vote
is taken of predictions of these B trees.

7)

Support Vector Machine (SVM)

SVM (support vector machines) is a non-probabilistic double
straight classifier. For a training set of points
where
is the feature vector, and is the class, with a need to find the
maximum margin hyperplane that divides the points
with
and
. The equation of the hyperplane is
the following:

(4)
Figure 2. Sentiment Analysis of Uber Ride Review
Maximizing

the

margin,

denoted
by,
in order to

separate the points well.

IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Sentiment and emotion Analysis
Uber as one of the famous company of a distributed
ridesharing, taxi, bike sharing and a transportation network
organization is important to understand expectations,
emotions and opinion of people. A political famous person
like Donald Trump and others denoted as one of the most
popular politic leaders in the world is needed to understand
the emotions, requirements of people. This can be achieved
using intelligent techniques to analyze the data.

TABLE II.
Datasets

Uber Ride Review

Famous
Personality

EMOTION COUNTS
Emotions

Counts

Negative

523

Positive

433

Neutral

388

Negative

394

Positive

508

Neutral

332

Figure 3. Sentiment Analysis of Famous Person
B. Experiments
The experiments were performed on various classifiers.
Unless otherwise specified, 10% of the training datasets were
used for validation of models to check against overfitting. A
Sparse vector representation of several reviews and tweets
were used for Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy, Decision
Tree, Random Forest, SVM and Multi-layer Perceptron
(MLP) the respective accuracies is described in Table III. The
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dense vector representation of each review was used to
implement the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) that
gives better results.

TABLE III.

V.

Sentiment analysis using intelligent techniques approach in
this paper was proposed to deal with social media data. It has
been observed that various techniques can be used to achieve
a sentiment analysis on social media data and others. However,
with the methods used shows that presence in the spare vector
representation recorded a better performance than frequency.
According to the experiment result of Twitter data and uber
ride data from consumer affair website shows that Neural
Networks methods such as Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) and
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) performed better than
others classifier in general. Whereas, its proposed system can
be applied in the other internet community.

COMPARISON OF VARIOUS CLASSIFIER

Algorithms

Uber Ride
Review

Famous
Person

Naïve Bayes

83.74%

74.19%

MaxEnt

87.41%

80.02%

Logistic Regression

93.40%

91.41%

Decision Tree

81.48%

79.40%

Random Forest

84.44%

78.19%

SVM

83.70%

84.33%

MLP

96.71%

95.9%

CNN

96.85%

97.01%

CONCLUSION
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